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International Day of Nowruz — Adjournment Debate 
HON LIZ BEHJAT (North Metropolitan) [10.04 pm]: I rise this evening to express good wishes to all Iranian 
and Afghani Australians and indeed people from several other countries around the world, including Tajikistan, 
Kazakhstan, Georgia, Iraqi Kurdistan, Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan, Albania and Kosovo. I also express good 
wishes to people from various religious backgrounds—the Muslims, the Baha’is, the Zoroastrians—who, late 
last week, celebrated new year, or Nowruz as it is known.  

Nowruz is celebrated by over 300 million people across the globe. It is a celebration that has continued for 
3 000 years. It occurs each year on or around 21 March. When I say “on or around”, it is the definite time of the 
Northern Hemisphere’s spring equinox. The celebration occurs whenever the vernal equinox happens—it may be 
that sometimes it is on 20 March, 21 March, or indeed sometimes on 22 March. The literal translation of Nowruz 
is new day—it celebrates the first day of spring. It is particularly important this year for those across the globe 
who celebrated Nowruz as the UN General Assembly recognised the first International Day of Nowruz. 
Similarly, at the same time a motion was passed in the United States House of Representatives recognising this 
important holiday.  

As I said, celebrations commence at the exact time of the equinox. It is a time when families gather to wish each 
other well for the coming year—it is similar to what we do in our culture on 31 December each year. The 
difference with those who celebrate Nowruz is that they set a table with seven items. That is known as the 
haft sin table, which literally means seven Ss. The items on the table begin with the letter S and symbolise 
something for the coming year. I will run through those for the edification of those in the house. The first one is 
sabzeh, which is wheat sprouts. We sometimes see that if we go to Java Juice and get a wheat grass shot. That 
forms the basis of the haft sin table. Samanu is a sweet pudding made from wheatgerm and symbolises affluence; 
senjed is the dry fruit of the oleaster tree and symbolises love; sir is garlic and represents and symbolises 
medicine; sib is an apple, which represents beauty and health; sumac is crushed sour berries, a popular spice 
used in Middle Eastern cooking and represents the colour of the sunrise; and serkeh, which is vinegar, 
symbolises age and patience. Other items that also might be displayed on the table are the hyacinth, or the 
sonbol; sekkeh, or coins, representing wealth; sweet pastries, because it is always good to have something sweet 
at the time of the new year; candles for enlightenment and happiness; a mirror symbolising cleanness and 
honesty; and decorated eggs symbolising fertility. Other important things on the table are a goldfish in a bowl of 
water, which symbolises life within life; the sign of Pisces, which the sun is leaving at the time of the vernal 
equinox; the holy book, usually the Koran; and quite often there will be a book of poetry, usually the Divan of 
Hafez.  

Similar to our western Father Christmas, at the time of Nowruz we see the arrival of Haji Firouz. That is the 
name of the person who is dressed in very bright red satin and paints his face black—the Persian symbol of good 
luck. A lot of loud music is played, people sing and dance in the streets and pass out small gifts to children. 
Again, it is quite similar to what we do around our Christmastime. The first meal of the new year is sabzi polo 
mahi, which literally means green rice and fish. Again, all of these symbolise things for the new year. 
Celebrations continue for 13 days, and during that time families go around visiting each other, exchanging small 
gifts, having food together and generally bringing forth what is going to happen for goodness in the new year. At 
the end of the 13 days, the culmination of the Nowruz festivities is the festival known as Sizdah Bedar. This is 
when families all take their sabzi, which has been in the middle of the table for those 13 days, and go to local 
parks, rivers and the ocean and have a picnic out in the open. Then at the end of that picnic they all throw the 
sabzi into the water to take away and wash away the bad luck that they may have had in the previous year. That 
is how they go about celebrating their new year. 

Last weekend in Perth I was lucky enough to attend two functions celebrating Nowruz. The first one on Friday 
was organised by the Persians in Perth association and held at Perth Town Hall, where probably about 
500 people came together. This was the first major function organised by a group of university students from 
Baha’i and Muslim backgrounds. It did not really matter what their religion was; together they were Persians 
celebrating their Nowruz. They did so by coming together, sharing food, traditional music, some modern music 
and also dances from all the regions around Iran. That was an incredibly enjoyable function and I congratulate 
the students who were behind its organisation and wish them well for all the future functions that they will hold. 
If any honourable members of this place have the opportunity to be invited to any such function in the future, I 
strongly recommend they go. It is a great example of a lot of people coming together, having a great time, 
singing and dancing. No alcohol was consumed that evening and no drugs were consumed either, but all those 
people were having a great time. 

On Sunday I attended another Nowruz function with the Hazara Jafary Afghan community. There were probably 
close to 1 000 people at that function and, again, they came together to celebrate the new year. The Hazara 
people are a Shiite minority from Afghanistan who have been greatly persecuted by the Taliban in Afghanistan. 
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It was wonderful to see all these people coming together, talking about the life they are now enjoying in 
Australia as free Australians and bemoaning the fact that, unfortunately, back home in Afghanistan it is still not 
good for the Hazara people. They hope that at some time in the future through education, which they regard as 
the key to their freedom, they may be able to enjoy the sort of life back in their homeland that they now have in 
Australia. They would like to go back but, unfortunately, they are not able to. But the past horrors that they have 
suffered as refugees—which most of them are—were put to the side for one night to celebrate Nowruz, and 
again it was with music, dance and food. I congratulate Daniel Rezaie, the president of the Hazara Jafary 
association, for organising such a wonderful event. 

To all those people who celebrated Nowruz—now all my friends in the house know something that perhaps they 
did not know before—from whichever country they have come to celebrate their religion or cultural background, 
we would like to say that we wish them aidet shomah mohborak, or happy new year. Thank you. 
 


